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 Cheerleaders-Classes recommended for cheerleaders to attend   

 
 
GREEN ROOM   
 
9:00-9:55  Welcome, General Meeting & WSCCA Updates, WIAA Updates  
 
10:00- 10:30 📣 NFHS Safety Rule Changes & Updates for 2021-2022    Bill Ahern & Jim Lord 

Updates on the new 2021-22 rules changes from the NFHS/USA Cheer Spirit Rules, including video 
examples. Bring your questions!  

 
10:35- 11:15 📣 Stunt Basics: Terminology, Progression, Safety & Rules  Jim Lord 

This class is for coaches who want to learn the foundation of stunting! This class will focus on the 
fundamentals of spotting and safety, and essential stunt techniques used in nearly all stunts. The level of 
stunts that will be taught in this class will be basic level stunts up to prep level. This class will also include 
rules and safety, and cover stunt terminology so you can feel confident coaching stunting.  

 
11:20- 12:00 Coaching After Covid                                    Katie Bowers   

Learn how to revamp and re-energize your team after a year of pandemic. Restructure your tryouts and 
refocus your expectations. Small goals equal big results!  

 
12:00-12:50  Lunch  
 
12:50-1:30 📣  Guiding Teens to Strength, Happiness and Calm                 Sheri Gazitt   

This class will focus on the difficulties that adolescents are facing during the past year and how to deal 
help them as a coach. Topics will include: Parent/Child tensions, Decreased Motivation, 
Anxiety/Depression/OCD, and Overcoming Hopelessness.  

 
1:35-2:15 📣 Jump Drills & Technique: Fast, High & Hyperextended  Stephanie Brodbeck 

This class will teach a series of jump drills that will help improve leg height and speed.  Each drill will 
reinforce how to roll the hips under when you jump, to show you how it leads into hyperextension.  We 
will also talk about how to troubleshoot common problems, and where they stem from.  

 
2:20-3:00  It Takes More Than Poms & Pyramids         Kim Mayer 

Whether it’s your first year coaching cheer or your 15th, this is the class for you! Here’s the nuts and bolts 
on how to maintain a successful cheer program! We will discuss program guides, behind the scenes 
aspects of coaching, and more!  

 
3:05-3:35  Judges Perspective: WSCJA Updates & Insights   Jenn Wiyrick & Dani Yorksen 

WSCJA leaders will discuss how to interpret your score sheets, how to use comments to improve your 
routine, and where to go to get your scoring questions answered. 

 
3:35-4:00  Awards & Closing  
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BLACK ROOM  
  
 
10:35-11:15 📣  Advanced Stunts: Single Leg, Spinning & Partner Stunts  Bill Ahern 

This class will cover stunts beyond basic level, including single leg, spinning and partner stunts. Also  
included will be  safety and rules at the high school level in order for the stunts to be legal. This class is 
for the coach who has mastered basic level stunt skills and wants to learn more moderate and elite level 
stunting.  

 
 
11:20-12:00 📣 Pyramids                                                        Bill Ahern 

This class will go over basic skills needed for the different types of pyramids. This class will go over the 
legalities at the high school level and discuss the specifics of the rules that relate to pyramids. 

 
 
12:50-1:30 📣 Stunt Inversions, Releases & Dismounts                                    Bill Ahern 

This class will focus on inversions, release skills and different ways to enter and dismount a stunt. This 
class will identify the progression of these skills from basic, to moderate and elite levels. It will also focus 
on the safety and rules to make the stunt legal. 

 
 
1:35-2:15  📣 Sideline                                                                               Chris Opheim 

This class will help you create an exciting and dynamic sideline for your school spirit events. Learn tips 
on how to help your spirit squad create an engaging sideline with the student body and increase fan 
interaction.  

 
 
2:20-3:00 📣  Getting Your Athlete Ready for College Cheer   Chris Opheim 

This class will help teach coaches how to get their athletes thinking about college cheer. From the ways 
to correctly reach out to college coaches, to attending clinics, to researching the right school for your 
athlete we will provide insight on what college programs do (and don’t) look for in our athletes. 

 
 
3:05-3:35  All Things Varsity Spirit                                                               Robby Sortore 

Varsity Spirit Events, Workshops, Camps and Activities in Washington. Come learn about local 
opportunities for your program! 

 
 

SILVER ROOM   

 
  
10:35-11:15 📣  Cheer Conditioning: Building the Performance Athlete  George McGuire 

How to strengthen and condition your cheerleaders to improve performance while reducing the risk of 
injury and burn out.  

 
11:20-12:00 📣 Nutrition: Fueling the Performance Athlete                 George McGuire   

Nutritional considerations and applications to maximize performance and improve recovery in the sport of 
cheerleading. This class will also discuss eating disorders and how to identify them in your athletes.  

 
 
3:05-3:35  Rec Round Tables                                                             Anne Christiansen & Cathy Sisk 

This class will be an open forum for Rec coaches to network. Bring your questions about rec cheer to this 
class where we will be going over how to deal with issues that arise specifically in the recreational arena!  
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SILVER ROOM -Continued  
 

📣  Let’s Get Fired Up! Half-Time/Time Out Dance   Brian Cao 
Get on your comfortable dance shoes, grab a sweat towel and your shiniest poms! Learn a great 
halftime dance that will get your crowd on their feet! Participation is fully encouraged!!! 

 
 

Creating a United Team: Teambuilding and Recognition  Brian Cao  
Discover new ideas to recognize your team members and build a culture of appreciation and cohesion. 
Everyone doesn’t need a medal for participating, but they certainly can be appreciated for it! 

 
 

 Game Day Competition Routine Tips    Brian Cao 
“3 Cheers for Game Day!...or rather, 1 Cheer, a Band Chant and a Fight Song!” Get tips on how to 
compose your game day routine for competition! Learn how to elevate your routine while ensuring that 
game day practicality and excitement are brought to the forefront!  

 
 
 
  
 


